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1. Executive Summary
This document reports on the measurements of the retail electricity and gas markets in the Republic
of Ireland and tracks changes from the research carried out in 2012. This measurement follows on
from previous published research undertaken by The Research Perspective on behalf of the
Commission for Energy Regulation (CER). In particular:


Measurement of the domestic retail electricity market in 2011 and 2012 with comparable
scope to this research;



Measurement of the domestic retail gas market in 2012 with comparable scope to this
research, and research in 2011 which primarily focused on brand related issues;



Measurement of both domestic and business electricity markets in 2010 with comparable
scope to this research, undertaken in conjunction with the Utility Regulator in Northern
Ireland. The business element included both small and medium-sized enterprises (SME) and
Large Electricity Users (LEU) (Note that this research includes only the SME element);



Measurement of both business electricity and gas markets in 2012 with comparable scope to
this research.

For both business retail electricity and gas markets, the focus is on enterprises with low to medium
consumption which are primarily SMEs defined to be businesses with 250 or fewer employees. In
the case of the business retail electricity market, these are primarily low voltage maximum demand
customers (meter point categories DG5 and DG6). In the case of the business gas market, these are
businesses with a non-daily metered supply point capacity of less than 3750kWh per year. These
markets are referred to as the SME retail electricity market (or the SME electricity market) and the
SME retail gas market (or the SME gas market) throughout this report.
The face-to-face survey methodology used for the domestic research is directly comparable to the
methodology used for the previous domestic retail electricity and gas market measurements in 2012
as well as earlier retail electricity market measurements. The Computer Assisted Telephone
Interviewing (CATI) methodology used for the business research is directly comparable to the
methodology used for the business retail electricity and gas market measurement in 2012 and prior
measurements.
Comparisons between the four measurements are presented with the following caveats:


The two domestic markets are at different stages of development in terms of the level of
competition and the regulatory framework: prices in the domestic electricity market are no
longer regulated while prices in the domestic gas market of Bord Gáis Energy remain
regulated;



The two SME markets are structurally different with electricity universally used by SMEs, in
comparison natural gas is used in a minority of SMEs.

The fieldwork for this research was completed during the first quarter of 2013.
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Market profile
Satisfaction with the service provided by supply businesses remains high in each of the four market
segments – however, the score for SME electricity suppliers has declined significantly since 2012.
These high scores reflect the reliability of the core service provided over broader assessments of
customer service or value.


Satisfaction with the service provided by domestic electricity suppliers is 83% and with
domestic gas suppliers is 85%;
 Satisfaction with the service provided by SME electricity suppliers is 77% and with SME gas
suppliers is 85%;
Dual fuel
The proportion of domestic gas consumers using a single supplier for both electricity and gas rose
again to 52%. The success of dual fuel offers as a retention/extension tool is evident with 8% of
those who didn’t switch electricity supplier stating they switched to a dual fuel supplier.
The primary driver for this move to dual fuel remains the perception of greater savings associated
with these offers. Among consumers using two suppliers, the most common reason rated as very
important/important was satisfaction with the current suppliers.
 52% of domestic natural gas consumers use a single supplier for both electricity and gas
supply (an increase from 50% in 2012);
 76% of domestic gas consumers with dual fuel rated the greater saving achieved overall as
an important or very important factor in their decision (2012: 81%);
 59% of domestic gas consumers using separate suppliers for gas and electricity stated that
this was because they were satisfied with the service provided by the current providers
(2012: 59%)
Arrears
6% of domestic electricity consumers and 3% of domestic gas consumers stated that they are now,
or were sometimes, in arrears. An additional 21% of domestic electricity consumers and 22% of
domestic gas consumers stated that they part pay their bill but typically have fully paid the bill
before the next bill is issued. This second group of consumers do not perceive themselves to be in
arrears but may be included within supplier figures for arrears.
Awareness of competition and supplier brand names
There is a high level of awareness of the range of competitors across the four markets under
consideration. Electric Ireland is familiar to a high proportion of both domestic and business
electricity consumers – with an increasing proportion of consumers recalling its name as an energy
supplier without prompting.





Three domestic electricity supply businesses and three domestic gas supply businesses were
each recalled unprompted by a majority of consumers in those markets;
Two SME electricity supply business and two SME gas supply businesses were each recalled
unprompted by a majority of consumers in those markets;
Four SME electricity supply businesses and five SME gas supply businesses were each
recalled with prompting by a majority of consumers in those markets;
33% of domestic electricity consumers and 37% of SME electricity consumers mentioned
Electric Ireland as an electricity supplier without prompting;
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89% of domestic electricity consumers and 79% of SME electricity consumers recalled that
Electric Ireland supplied electricity when prompted.

Competition: Perceptions of current levels of understanding, perceived understanding of prices
and offers
Most domestic consumers are satisfied with the current levels of competition – however,
satisfaction with the level of competition declined for the domestic electricity market. For the SME
electricity market, the satisfaction scores associated with competition remained stable or increased
marginally. For the SME gas market, there were declines across these metrics which should be
tracked in future measurements. Knowledge of pricing structures remains low across all four
markets and represents a potential barrier to the effective evaluation of competitor’s offers. A
majority of consumers in each market state that they have some understanding of the offers with a
small proportion claiming to fully understand the offers.








60% of domestic electricity consumers and 65% of domestic gas consumers are satisfied
with the level of competition. For the domestic electricity market, this score is lower than
scores recorded since 2010. For the domestic gas market, this score represents a small
improvement compared to 2012;
45% of SME electricity consumers and 43% of SME gas consumers are satisfied with the level
of competition, 37% are satisfied with the range of offers available in the SME electricity
market compared to 33% in the SME gas market, 41% are satisfied with the quality of
competition available in the SME electricity market compared to 42% in the SME gas market;
17% of domestic electricity consumers, 19% of domestic gas consumers, 28% of SME
electricity consumers and 17% of SME gas consumers were able to provide an estimate of
the unit cost of the electricity/gas they consume. While these scores are low, they are in
line with previous reports and with other research into consumer understanding of prices in
both energy 1and telecommunications markets2;
10% of domestic electricity consumers, 9% of domestic gas consumers, 19% of SME
electricity consumers and 13% of SME gas consumers state that they fully understand the
offers from suppliers.

Domestic markets - Switching: Rates of switching, drivers and experience of process
Among consumers surveyed for this research, switching rates during the previous twelve months for
the domestic electricity market has continued to slow from 2011 but remains reasonable at 12% and
similar to reported UK switching rates3. Switching rates for the domestic has market shows a stable
level of switching.


12% of domestic electricity consumers switched in the previous 12 months compared to 29%
in 2011 and 16% in 2012;

For example, “Findings from 2011 research on attitudes and experience in the domestic electricity
market in Ireland”, published by CER 2011
2 For example, “Market Review: Voice Call Termination on Individual Mobile Networks Appendix A:
Market Research prepared by The Research Perspective Ltd. on behalf of ComReg” published by ComReg,
2012
3
“The retail market review – findings and initial proposals”, OFGEM (2011)
1
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14% of domestic gas consumers switched in 2013, compared to 18% in each of 2011 and
2012.

Switching in both markets remains primarily driven by cost/savings. Among consumers who
switched gas supplier, a dual fuel offer was cited by a majority of switcher as a very important or
important reason for switching.




78% of domestic consumers who had switched electricity supplier stated that the
expectation to get more savings was a very important or important reason for switching;
85% of domestic consumers who had switched gas supplier stated that a desire to save
money on the bill was a very important or important reason for switching;
59% of domestic consumers who had switched gas supplier stated that the availability of a
combined offer for electricity and gas was a very important or important factor in their
decision to switch to their current gas supplier.

Reasons for not switching across both domestic electricity and gas markets focus on the lack of a
compelling reason to switch with trust also identified as an important reason by a majority of both
domestic electricity and domestic gas consumers who have not switched.




61% of domestic consumers who had not switched electricity supplier stated that liking the
service provided was a primary or important reason. 54% stated that they prefer to stay
with a supplier that they trust;
59% of domestic consumers who had not switched gas supply stated that they prefer to stay
with a supplier that they trust; 57% stated that they had no reason to switch and 54% stated
that liking the service provided was a very important or important reason;

While switching is less common among free electricity allowance (FEA) recipients, the rate of
switching increased to 7% in 2013 (from 5% in 2012). In contrast, switching rates among free gas
allowance (FGA) recipients fell to 11% (2012: 17%). For both FEA and FGA recipients, switching rates
remain lower than for the overall market. Approximately 1/3 of FEA recipients cite FEA specific
reasons 4for not switching – similar FGA specific reasons are cited as significant by a smaller
proportion of recipients who had not switched.


7% of FEA recipients switched during the previous twelve months. 11% of FGA switched
during the previous twelve months.

Domestic markets - Engagement
The 2013 research included additional measures to assess the level of consumer engagement with
gas and electricity suppliers and hence energy management by capturing the percentage who
contacted suppliers in order to change package, payment method or bill frequency. The level of
package switching (while remaining with the same supplier) is of particular significance as suppliers
are offering alternative packages to retain existing customers. As with switching, this showed that
most consumers were not engaged with 5% or less domestic electricity and 5% or less of gas
consumers making these changes.
4

Consumers in receipt of FEA were asked to rate statements related to potential concerns about the impact
of switching on the continuation of payments and the convenience of payments ("Concerned that receiving
FEA would be too inconvenient" and "Concerned that might not continue to receive FEA if switched")
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5% of domestic electricity consumers and 4% of domestic gas consumers who didn’t switch
supplier switched package while remaining with their existing supplier during the previous
12 months;
5% of domestic electricity consumers and 3% of domestic gas consumers who didn’t switch
supplier switched payment method;
3% of domestic electricity consumers and 3% of domestic gas consumers who didn’t switch
supplier changed billing frequency.

SME markets - Switching: Rates of switching, drivers and experience of process
Switching rates among survey respondents during the previous twelve months for the SME
electricity and gas markets show a stable level of switching when compared to 2012. Switching in
both markets is primarily driven by cost/savings.






15% of SME electricity consumer switched supplier during the previous twelve months
(2012: 14%), 16% of SME gas consumers switched during the previous twelve months
(2012:16%);
Among switchers, 33% of SME electricity consumers who switched returned to their
previous supplier and 38% of SME gas consumers who switched returned to their previous
supplier
71% of SME electricity switchers state that reduction in total cost of electricity was a very
important /important factor, 68% of SME gas consumers who switched state that reduction
in total cost of gas was a very important/important factor.

Reasons for not switching across both SME electricity and gas markets increasingly focus on the lack
of a compelling reason to switch combined with satisfaction with current supplier and other
priorities meaning that switching has not been considered.




64% of SME consumers who have not switched electricity supplier during previous twelve
months rated satisfied with service from current supplier as a very important/important
reason for not switching (2012: 50%), 43% rated other priorities meant that this has not been
consider (2012: 30%);
56% of SME consumers who have not switched gas supplier during previous twelve months
rated satisfied with service from current supplier as a primary/important reason for not
switching (2012: 57%), 45% rated other priorities meant that this has not been considered
(2012: 36%).

Overall assessment of the switching experience
The proportion of domestic consumers who rated the switching process as easy declined with a drop
for the domestic electricity market of 7% (2013: 84%; 2012: 91%). Similar drops were recorded for
both SME gas and SME electricity markets
 84% of domestic electricity consumers who switched during the previous twelve months
stated that the switching process was easy or very easy (2012: 91%). 87% of domestic gas
consumers who switched during the previous twelve months stated that the switching
process was easy or very easy (2012: 90%);
 85% of SME electricity consumers who switched during the previous twelve months stated
that the switching process was easy or very easy (2012: 91%). 78% of SME gas consumers
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who switched during the previous twelve months stated that the switching process was easy
or very easy (2012: 86%);
As well as the overall experience of switching being perceived as less easy by domestic consumers in
both electricity and gas markets, fewer consumers experienced the level of savings expected from
the switch. In contrast, a higher proportion of SMEs which switched either electricity or gas supplier
during the previous 12 months experienced the expected bill reduction than was the case in the
previous year.







62% of domestic electricity switchers found their bill reduced by the amount expected
(2012: 70%) , 58% of domestic gas switchers found their bill reduced by the amount
expected (2012:81%);
78% of domestic electricity switchers and 80% of domestic gas switchers found the service
from their new supplier satisfactory;
67% of SME electricity switchers found their bill reduced by the amount expected (2012:
57%), 71% of SME gas switchers found their bill reduced by the amount expected (2012:
63%);
83% of SME electricity switchers and 89% of SME gas switchers understood the terms of the
offer they had signed up for.

Domestic Markets: Assessment of electricity supplier advertising and sales methods
Direct contact by telephone or visits to homes from electricity suppliers is central to switching
and hence the operation of competition with approximately half of consumers contacted by
sales personnel overall the previous twelve months and over two thirds of switchers completing
the switching during such contacts. The acceptability of the sales approached used by suppliers
has declined across all aspects measured for both domestic gas and electricity markets. Among
consumers aged over 65 years old (a group that may be more concerned about direct sales
approaches), the score for the approach of the sales person declined for the gas market and
improved for the electricity market – with the two scores converging as expected given the offer
is often dual fuel based.
 For domestic electricity consumers, the approach of the sales person is rated as appropriate
by 67% of consumers (2012: 82%);
 For domestic gas consumers, the approach of the sales person is rated as appropriate by
62% of consumers (2012: 73%)
 For domestic electricity consumers over 65, the approach of the sales person is rated as
appropriate by 62% of consumers (2012: 67%);
 For domestic gas consumers over 65, the approach of the sales person is rated as
appropriate by 57% of consumers (2012: 73%)
Consumer assessment of advertising from electricity and gas suppliers declined across most
metrics and fell below 50% in key aspects such as clarity around pricing for the domestic gas
market, clarity on conditions for the domestic electricity market.


46% of domestic electricity consumers believe that adverts are clear on how to translate
savings into their bill (2012: 73%), 51% stated that adverts are clear on prices (2012: 69%)
and 49% stated that adverts are straight forward (2012: 69%);
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46% of domestic gas consumers believe that adverts are clear on how to translate savings
into their bill (2012: 57%), 47% stated that adverts are clear on prices (2012: 60%) and 55%
stated that adverts are straight forward (2012: 62%).

Bill clarity
The bill is the primary communication that every consumer receives from their electricity and gas
supplier. The consumer relies on the bill to understand the basis for the amount charged and in the
case of a consumer who is considering a switch, to evaluate alternative offers promised by
competitors or their current supplier.
The scores for the bills currently provided by SME electricity and gas suppliers are good and
recorded some improvement in 2013.
•

•

81% of SME electricity consumers agreed that they could understand the calculation of the
bill (2012: 73%), 78% stated that the bill makes it easy to understand the electricity charged
for (2012:74%);
80% of SME gas consumers agreed that they could understand the calculation of the bill
(2102: 73%), 78% stated that the bill makes it easy to understand the gas charged for
(2012:76%)

Scores for the domestic electricity and gas markets are lower and declines were recorded for the
domestic electricity and gas markets compared to the 2012 research (this follows on from declines
for the domestic electricity market recorded for 2011). The lower domestic gas market scores
(compared to the domestic electricity scores) may reflect additional challenges associated with
interpreting gas bills compared to electricity bills and are therefore to be expected (and the lack of a
greater difference may also reflect lack of engagement with both bills).
•

•

59% of domestic electricity consumers agreed that they could understand the calculation of
the bill (2012:62%), 61% stated that the bill makes it easy to understand the electricity
charged for (2012: 64%);
53% of domestic gas consumers agreed that they could understand the calculation of the bill
(2012:55%), 52% stated that the bill makes it easy to understand the gas charged for
(2012:58%);

SME consumers were asked if additional information on usage history was of interest and the
research found that this was so. Reversing the findings of the 2012 research, information provided
on the bill is most favoured, with online or a printed statement as second and third choice favoured.
•

•

For SME electricity consumers, 55% were interested or very interested in having access to
usage information from the previous 3 years and for SME gas consumers 53% were
interested or very interested in the same information for gas;
48% of SME electricity consumers would prefer the usage information to be available on
their bill (2012: 37%), with 32% preferring information on their supplier’s website (2012:
47%) and 22% preferring a printed statement (2012: 24%), 54% of SME gas consumers would
prefer the information to be available on their bill (2012: 29%), 30% would prefer their
supplier’s website (2012: 48%) and 24% would prefer a printed statement from their
supplier (2012: 24%).

Complaint handling:
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The level of complaints was stable compared to 2012 in three of the four markets, witha decline for
SME electricity. A majority of consumers state that they are aware of how to lodge a complaint in
general and are aware of the option to complain to CER.
• Reported level of complaints lodged over the previous 12 months: 5% - domestic electricity
(2012:6%), 5% domestic gas (2012:5%), 5% SME electricity (2012:9%) and 3% SME gas
(2012:2%);
• Knew how to lodge a complaint: 55% of domestic electricity consumers (2012:63%), 68% of
domestic gas consumers (2012: 68%), 69% of SME electricity consumers (2012: 66%) and
63% of SME gas consumers (2012: 66%);
• Aware of option to lodge a complaint to CER: 40% - domestic electricity consumers
(2012:45%), 52% domestic gas consumers (2012: 52%), 53% SME electricity consumers
(2012:54%)and 66% SME gas consumers (2012: 66%);
Vulnerable consumers:
The overall level of awareness of the option to register if vulnerable in the case of electricity or gas
supply interruption remains low among all consumers and also among the age cohort most likely to
require the additional safeguards associated with registration (the over 65s).
 25% of all consumers and 29% among over 65s are aware of registration if a person is
dependent on electricity supply for medical reasons (2012: 25% and 26% respectively);
 15% of all consumers and 15% among over 65s are aware of registration with an electricity
supplier if vulnerable in the case of supply interruption for other reasons (2012: 16% and
21% respectively);
 19% of all gas consumers and 26% among over 65s are aware of registration with their gas
supplier if vulnerable in the case of supply interruption (2012: 24% and 38%).
Interest in prepayment:
Among consumers not currently using prepayment, it is of interest to a quarter of consumers in the
domestic electricity market and a fifth of consumers in the domestic gas market. Consumers who
currently use prepayment (5% of domestic electricity consumers and 12% of domestic gas
consumers) strongly preferred prepayment over standard bill pay meters. Consumers who currently
use prepayment in the domestic gas market, where the prepayment is more widely available,
perceive multiple significant benefits to use of these meters including avoidance of unexpectedly
large bills, reduction in the number of household bills and improved ease of management of money
spent on energy. Similarly strong conclusions relate to domestic electricity consumers.
 Among all consumers not currently using prepayment, 25% of domestic electricity
consumers (2012: 25%) and 19% of domestic gas consumers (2012: 26%) stated that they
were interested in prepayment. 45% of domestic electricity consumers (2012: 47%) and
51% of domestic gas consumers stated that they were not at all interested (2012: 45%);
 Among domestic gas consumers suing prepayment, 99% stated a benefit of prepayment
includes not receiving unexpectedly large bill (2012: 93%), 95% stated a benefit of
prepayment includes having one less bill to think about (2012: 90%), 96% stated a benefit of
prepayment includes making it easier to manage the money spent on gas (2012: 90%).
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Research background
The fieldwork for this research was completed during the first quarter of 2013 (approximately one
year after the fieldwork was completed for 2012). As with the prior year’s survey, this research was
undertaken by The Research Perspective, a market and customer research company which
specialises in utility and service industries including statutory bodies such as The Commission for
Communications Regulation, The Food Safety Authority of Ireland, Ofgem and The Commission for
Energy Regulation. The Research Perspective has a reputation for delivering insightful research with
strong statistical and market research expertise.

Market background
Since the publication of the 2012 research, there have been significant changes in the gas and
electricity markets including:


The publication of a decision paper CER 13/096 NDM Retail Market Review in early April
2013 which outlined the CER’s decision with regard to the development of competition in
the domestic retail gas market and identified the market share thresholds at which
deregulation would occur



The publication of a decision paper, CER/12/081, on the Supplier Handbook for suppliers of
electricity and gas, which set out the minimum service levels that supplier must provide to
their customers.



The harmonisation of systems between Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland (which
went live in October 2012). This was the result of a cross-border project between the CER
and the Northern Ireland Utility Regulator to align the supply market processes and IT
systems.



The emergence of a new supplier-led model which facilitates lifestyle choice prepayment
where the customer pays for a prepayment device that is installed by the supplier. Two
suppliers currently operate in this space.

Purpose of the research
The purpose of this research is:







To determine the level, quality and benefits of competition in the domestic and business
electricity and natural gas markets as perceived by consumers within these markets;
To determine the level of switching occuring, driver or inhibitors impacting on the level of
switching and other measures of engagement in the four markets such as consumer’s
understanding of and ability to compare offers;
To measure issues such as bill clarity, sales process, the complaints process and protection of
vulnerable consumers;
To assess other issues related to the transition from ex ante to ex post regulation as they
arise
To inform CER generally about consumer behaviour and attitudes as they emerge within the
markets.
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The research included the following specific areas:
(i)

General awareness of and satisfaction with competition and supply companies providing
services in each market;

(ii)

Experience of switching within each market including switching rates, reasons for switching
or not switching and perceived understanding and ability to compare offers;

(iii)

Level of engagement by consumers with suppliers as demonstrated by investigation of
alternative tariff packages, changing to alternative tariff packages, changes in payment
methods and changes in billing frequency;

(iv)

Assessment of the sales process and advertising from electricity and gas supply businesses;

(v)

Knowledge of pricing, understanding of billing and interest in and experience of
prepayment;

(vi)

Payment arrears;

(vii)

Understand of the role of supplier;

(viii)

Interest in dual fuel offers (purchasing electricity and natural gas from a single supplier);

(ix)

Awareness and use of complaint handling procedures, experience of those procedures;

(x)

Awareness of the availability of registration as vulnerable customers (defined by a range of
criteria including those who rely on electricity supply for the operation of medical
equipment in the home, the elderly and the disabled ).

This report is a summary of the findings of the research and is designed to cover all issues assessed
at a high level. The full research will be released by the CER in four stand alone Powerpoint
presentations, one covering each of the four markets.

Data Collection Methodology
The data collection methodology followed best practise methods and processes executed under
internationally recognised quality standard (ISO MRQSA 20252).
The domestic surveys consisted of face-to-face interviews in respondents’ home and were
conducted by Millward Brown Ireland using HAPI (Hand Assisted Personal Interviewing) system
under the supervision of The Research Perspective. Sampling locations for the domestic electricity
survey were based on over one hundred sampling points throughout the Republic of Ireland. The
sampling methodology for the domestic electricity research matched that used in the two previous
research reports to faciliate comparability across the three years. Sampling locations for the
domestic gas survey were based on over one hundred sampling points across locations served by the
domestic natural gas network in Ireland and matched that used in 2012. In 2011, the domestic gas
research used Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI) and this change in methodology
should be noted when comparing results from the 2011 research with the 2012 and 2013 research.
The SME surveys used a Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing (CATI) based methodology and
were conducted by Millward Brown Ireland under the supervision of The Research Perspective. In
13 | P a g e
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the context of this research, telephone interviewing was selected as it is both fast and accurate.
Adopting the CATI system delivers significant additional quality control over the data and the quality
of responses. Telephone interviewing is particularly appropriate for business respondents because
calls can be easily scheduled for times when the respondent is available and flexible enough to allow
rescheduling at short notice at the respondent’s request
The organisations contacted for interview for the electricity and gas business surveys were selected
at random from validated lists of businesses and public sector organisations with up to 250
employees. The respondents to the SME electricity survey were distributed across the Republic of
Ireland. The respondents to the SME gas survey were distributed across the locations served by the
national natural gas network. These populations of potential respondents included the full range of
business categories.
Sample
Size

Electricity

Natural gas

Domestic

1,003

1,011

SME business

400

250

Figure 1: Number of respondents in the four market surveys

The number of responses achieved with each survey. shown in Figure 1, matched the number of
responses included within the 2012 research. The sample sizes were selected to ensure that the
results are statistically robust and reliable.
The sampling framework for the domestic surveys was designed to be nationally representative of
households within each market with respondents who identified themselves as individuals within
the household with responsibility for paying the household electricity /natural gas bill. The sample
size was sufficient to ensure representivity across locations and demographics. The sampling
frameworks for the business surveys was designed to be representative of businesses and public
sector organisations with 250 or fewer employees within each market. In the context of the
business gas research, this population from which the sample was drawn included all businesses
currently using natural gas. The respondents were individuals who identified themselves as
responsible for dealing with electricity/natural gas supply related issues within your organisation

Representivity of the survey
For the domestic surveys, the face-to-face surveying methodology used requires careful
management to ensure representivity. This was achieved by selecting sufficient and representative
sampling points. For the domestic electricity survey, the 100 sampling locations were randomly
selected based upon district electoral divisions. Within each sampling location, interviewers were
set strict interlocking quota controls to achieve, calculated on age and class targets within gender.
Overall, demographic quota controls were based upon the latest Census / Central Statistics Office
population estimates. For the domestic gas survey, a similar approach was used to select the 100
sampling points with the restriction that all sampling points were in areas served by the natural gas
supply network.
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In the case of the business surveys, the population from which respondents were randomly drawn
was checked for representivity across sub-sectors and other demographic dimensions both during
the survey and upon completion of the survey.
Post-fieldwork, the respondent sets were validated for representivity across other market specific
dimensions such as use of different electricity suppliers or payment methods. This validated
respondent data set was determined to be representative at a household/business level.

2. Market profile
Satisfaction with the service provided by suppliers
Respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with the service provided by their electricity or gas
supplier. It should be noted that the question focused on the service provided and did not include
other aspects which may impact on the holistic assessment of the supplier such as price, tariff offers
etc.

IFigure 2: Satisfaction among domestic consumers with the service provided by current supplier of electrcity
(left) and gas (right)

Among domestic electricity consumers (Figure 2 left), the level of satisfaction recorded has reverted
to 2011 levels with 83% stating that they were satisfied or very satisfied. This reflects a sustainable
level of satisfaction after the very high level recorded in 2012. Among domestic gas consumers
(Figure 2 right), the level of satisfaction recorded declined to a non-significant extent and remains at
an acceptable level with 85% stating that they were satisfied or very satisfied. At a supplier level,
the satisfaction scores varied from 77% to 85% for electricity and 82% to 87% for gas. Some
divergence between scores is to be expected and this range of scores reflects an overall positive
view of the suppliers’ services.

Figure 3: Satisfaction among SME business consumers with the service provided by current supplier of
electricity (left) and gas (right)
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Among business gas consumers, the level of reported satisfaction is also high and similar to that
recorded in the domestic markets with satisfaction levels between suppliers varying between 80%
and 84% for the main suppliers. In the SME electricity market, satisfaction has declined to 77% with
supplier satisfaction ranging between 76% and 79%. While both scores are still within an acceptable
range, the SME electricity score is of some concern and the range of satisfaction suggests that
drivers for this decline are at a market level rather than associated with an individual supplier.
It has been established from analysis of customer switching behaviours in many markets and
industries that there is a lack of association between general satisfaction with the current supplier
and the decision to switch5. (Clearly, this does not apply to individuals who have experienced a very
negative service experience which is uncommon in the context of thesemarkets.) Therefore, the
satisfaction scores recorded should not be interpreted as a potential inhibitor of switching within the
markets. This conclusion is further supported in last years and this year’s research which clearly
finds that poor service experience is much less commonly rated as an important factor driving
switching than factors related to cost savings or price increases.

Dual fuel
Prevalence of dual fuel consumers
Dual fuel is the term used to describe the situation where a consumer uses a single supplier to
provide both gas and electricity to the home or business. Clearly this is only an option in those areas
with access to natural gas supply. Dual fuel offers from suppliers typically include additional
discounts to those available to consumers using the supplier for only one service. With the entry of
Electric Ireland to the gas market in 2011, the three largest suppliers to the domestic electricity and
gas markets now provide dual fuel offers.

5

For instance, Kon, Martin, “Stop Customer Churn before it starts” Harvard Management Update, Article
reprint No. U0407D
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Figure 4: Prevalence of dual fuel among domestic consumers with both
gas and electricity suppliers

Reflecting the focus on dual fuel offers by the main domestic gas suppliers and the identified
switching trends, anincrease in the proportion of dual fuel consumers (who use both electricity and
natural gas from a single supplier) was recorded with an increase from 50% in 2012 to 52% in 2013.

Reasons for choosing a single supplier or two suppliers

Figure 5: Rating of potential factors influencing the decision to use a single supplier for electricity and gas

Among consumers with a single supplier (Figure 5), the most important reason for having a single
supplier is unchanged from 2012: the perceived availability of greater saving overall by selecting a
dual fuel offering (76% stated that this was an important factor). Related to this overall reason, the
perceived greater savings related to single fuels as part of a dual fuel offer were also important to
consumers choosing to use a single supplier for both – with the greater reduction in electricity prices
(62%) or gas prices (59%) selected.
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Figure 6: Rating of potential factors influencing the decision to use two suppliers for electricity and gas

In contrast, the reasons given by consumers with separate suppliers for gas and electricity are less
clear and have remained static since 2012. The reason most often rated as important was satisfied
with service provided by current supplier for each and no reason to switch (rated as important by
59% of consumers in both 2012 and 2013). In contrast, the opportunity to access greater savings
was rated as important by 26% (2012: 28%) and rated as not a factor by 34% (2012:41%). Similarly,
issues of trust, receiving a single bill and concerns about arrears across both fuels were important
factors for a small proportion of consumers (ranging from 23% to 25%) and not a factor for a
majority in each case.
These results are consistent with the earlier finding that most consumers with two suppliers have
remained with the incumbents (Bord Gáis Energy for gas and Electric Ireland for electricity) and the
decision to retain two suppliers is associated with a lack of switching decision in general and not
related to dual fuel in particular.
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Arrears
Within the context of the continuing difficult economic environment for both businesses and
consumers, the area of arrears (and potentially disconnection when arrears are not addressed) is of
public concern. While credit terms for payment of electricity and gas bills are set by the suppliers
and may therefore vary with consumers deemed as in arrears upon the expiry of the credit period,
last year’s research identified a perception gap between consumers’ understanding of arrears and
suppliers’ definitions of arrears. Last year’s research sought to determine the proportion of
consumers who perceived that they were currently or sometimes in arrears as a measure of the
proportion of consumers who were experiencing difficulty in paying electricity and gas bills. This
year’s research explored the same question to determine if any change in this issue could be
identified.

Figure 7: Payment history and arrears - Domestic electricity (left) and domestic gas markets (right)

In the research, consumers who do not use prepayment meters were asked to state whether they
were now or had been in the past in arrears in paying their gas or electricity bills. Consumers could
also select an option that they part pay bills but were typically up to date by the time the next bill
issued. This was to capture consumer part payment behaviours where the consumer may not be
adhering to supplier credit terms but does not perceive themselves as experiencing payment
difficulties. This wording was designed to assess the degree to which consumers are deploying
payment strategies which are out of line with supplier’s terms but are not perceived as such by the
consumer.
Therefore, the level of consumer perceived arrears remains much lower than that reported by
suppliers with 6% of domestic electricity consumers and 3% of domestic gas consumers stating that
they were currently or in the past in arrears (Figure 7). However, a further 21% of electricity and
22% gas consumers stated that they part paid their electricity/gas bill which would be regard as in
arrears by suppliers. This divergence between consumer perceptions of arrears and suppliers’
definition was also noted in the 2012 report.
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3. Consumer awareness and understanding of market
structures
Awareness of competition
Awareness of alternative supplier business’ names is a key measure of the level of competition in a
market. If such recall is unprompted (in response to a request to list any supply businesses that the
respondent is aware of), the awareness score achieved by a supplier reflects a top of mind
awareness more likely to lead to consideration of switching.
Both provide a relevant assessment of activity of suppliers among consumers. In a competitive
market, both domestic and SME consumers should be aware of the full set of potential alternatives
in order to allow the fullest range of switching decisions.
In 2011, ESB rebranded its supply businesses as Electric Ireland with a temporary branding of ESB
Electric Ireland. Recognising that rebranding exercises involving a business name change potentially
require an extended amount of time to supersede the previous business name, this research also
provides a check-in on the degree to which the new branding has superseded the previous ESB
related branding in the consumer consciousness.

Domestic electricity and gas markets

Figure 8: Unprompted recall of suppliers in the domestic electricity (left) and domestic gas (right)
markets

Figure 8 assesses the general awareness of multiple suppliers in the market and shows the
unprompted recall of electricity and gas suppliers among domestic consumers in each of these
markets. This focuses on general awareness over specific branding issues and therefore combines
different names used for the former PES and PGS to provide an estimate of the overall awareness of
each supplier.
It can be clearly seen that for both markets the incumbents (Electric Ireland and Bord Gáis Energy)
retain a high degree of unprompted recall. In the case of the domestic electricity market, the
unprompted awareness of Electric Ireland (and other historic names for businesses now part of this
entity) has remained stable over the measurement period. Similarly, the awareness of Airtricity has
remained stable while BGE has shown a decline in this unprompted awareness (Prepaypower
entered the market in 2012 and was not measured before this date).
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In the case of the gas market, the alternative suppliers (Electric Ireland, Airtricity and Flogas) have
each maintained or increased awareness, with BGE retainingd its previously level of unprompted
awareness, as expected.
In the case of the domestic electricity market, the objective of the rebranding of ESB Customer
Supply as Electric Ireland was to improve the level of competition within the domestic electricity
market by clarifying the responsibilities of supply businesses vis a vis ESB Networks and by breaking
the link between ESB Networks and ESB’s supply business as primarily embedded within the then
brand ESB Customer Supply. As such the impact of the rebranding should be on customers of
Electric Ireland and if Electric Ireland customers recalled the current brand less often than
consumers with other suppliers, this might suggest that the rebranding is not achieving its
objectives.
Mentioned

ESB CS

Customer
of

ESB

ESB Electric
Ireland

Electric Ireland

ESB Electric
Ireland OR
Electric Ireland

2012

2013

2012

2013

2012

2013

2012

2013

2012

2013

Electric
Ireland

8%

11%

76%

67%

17%

28%

26%

33%

38%

53%

BGE

11%

19%

72%

61%

23%

30%

27%

36%

42%

45%

Airtricity

7%

8%

75%

65%

19%

21%

24%

32%

38%

43%

Figure 9: Unprompted recall of current and historic supply business brands

In the domestic electricity market, the proportion of respondents who mentioned the Electric
Ireland brand name as distinct from ESB, ESB Electric Ireland of other historic names for ESB’s
domestic supply business increased to 33% (2012: 26%). This reflects progress in the transition to
the new brand name. As can be seen in Figure 9 when comparing 2012 and 2013 figures, there has
been growth in use of Electric Ireland brand names across the customer bases of each supplier. This
suggests that the diffusion of the brand name is occurring across the market and Electric Ireland
customers are no more resistant to the new brand than those customers who use another supplier.
Domestic electricity market – Prompted
recall of suppliers

Domestic gas market – Prompted recall of
suppliers

Figure 10: Prompted awareness of businesses in the domestic electricity (left) and gas (right) supply markets
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Figure 10 reinforces this conclusion showing that among domestic electricity consumers, 89% are
now aware of Electric Ireland as an electricity supply business in the domestic market. There is also
a high level of awareness of a range of electricity supply businesses with both BGE and Airtricity also
achieving high levels of prompted recall. In the context of the domestic gas market, BGE achieves an
unsurprisingly high level of prompted recall but three other suppliers are also familiar to a majority
of domestic consumers of natural gas.

SME electricity and gas markets
SME electricity market – Unprompted
recall of suppliers

SME gas market – Unprompted recall of
suppliers

Figure 11: Unprompted recall of suppliers in the SME electricity (left) and domestic gas (right) markets

The level of unprompted recall among respondents to the SME electricity and gas market surveys
(Figure 11) shows similar patterns as the domestic electricity and gas surveys: the level of
unprompted awareness for the incumbents (Electric Ireland and Bord Gáis Energy) is higher than
alternative suppliers.
Unlike the domestic consumer electricity research, unprompted recall of SME consumers to Electric
Ireland held steady in 2013 compared to the previous measurement although it remains lower than
the 2010 measurement. This suggests that as suggested in the 2012 report, this may indeed be a
transitory effect related to the launch of the new Electric Ireland brand leading to a crowding out of
other brand names. The level of unprompted recall for Electric Ireland as a business electricity
supply brand increased significantly to 37% from 23% in 2012.
For the SME gas market, BGE is recalled by a much greater proportion of SMEs (85%) than any other
supplier with Airtricity (54%) as the second most often recalled without prompting. However, there
has been an increased in the range of other suppliers recalled suggesting increasing market
awareness among SMEs using natural gas.
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SME electricity market – Prompted recall
of suppliers

SME gas market – Prompted recall of
suppliers

Figure 12: Prompted recall of businesses in the SME electricity (left) and gas (right) supply markets

Figure 12 reflects the high level of prompted recall of supply businesses in both SME electricity and
gas markets with a wide variety of suppliers being recalled by a majority of business consumers. The
2013 shows a small increase in awareness across most suppliers operating in each market.
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Perceptions of current levels of competition
Respondents in each of the domestic surveys were asked to rate their level of satisfaction with the
current level of competition. These scores are summarised in Figure 13 below6.

Electricity
Gas

2010

2011

2012

2013

69%

67%

NA

NA

68%
63%

60%
65%

Figure 13: Satisfaction with the level of competition in the domestic electricity and gas markets
(measurement for domestic gas market from 2012)

Comparing the results from this and prior research, the domestic electricity market shows a decline
in 2013 compared to the previously stables scores. In contrast, the scores for the domestic gas
market available for 2012 and 2013 are stable and may reflect the earlier stage of development of
competition within this market compared to the domestic electricity market.
Satisfaction with the
level of competition

Satisfaction with the
quality of competition

Satisfaction with the
range of offers available

Electricity

Gas
Figure 14: Satisfaction with aspects of competition in the SME electricity and gas markets (trends over
the three measurements shown for the SME electricity market and 2012 survey results shown in
brackets for SME gas market)

The questions related to competition asked in the SME electricity and gas markets differed from
those asked in the domestic market surveys. To capture information on the operation of
competition in these markets, respondents were also asked about the quality of competition and the
range of offers available (Figure 14). Comparing the scores for the SME electricity market across the
three measurements shows that there has been little change in this regard. In contrast, the SME gas
market shows some improvements across each score when compared to 2012.

6

In 2012, electricity consumers were also asked about their satisfaction with the existence of competition.
This was removed in 2013 reflecting the length of time since competition entered that market
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Understanding pricing and offers
Perceptions and knowledge of electricity and gas pricing
Good consumer awareness of pricing is relevant to the development of competition as competing
offers are expressed in terms of a discount to regulated unit prices and can also offer changes to the
fixed monthly standing charge. However, once competition is in place it may become increasingly
difficult for consumers to effectively compare offers from multiple suppliers as there is no equivalent
of the regulated unit price to act as a benchmark.
In general, a consumer’s ability to assess the relative difference between his or her current tariff and
the offered unit prices and the relationship between consumption charges and standing charges and
the overall bill will impact on his or her ability to assess the overall impact on the bill of the
competitor’s offer.
Therefore, an assessment of the capability of domestic and SME consumers to recall the unit cost of
electricity/gas charged by their current supplier and the standing charges/supply charge included
within their bill is important in assessing the likely capability of that consumer to evaluate offers.
This also provides insights into their level of engagement with the detail of the electricity or gas bill.

Domestic
Electricity

% able to provide estimate
2011
2012
2013

Domestic Gas

Unit cost
Standing
charge

58%

25%

17%

50%

20%

19%

Unit cost
Standing
charge

% able to provide estimate
2012
2013
12%
19%
17%

11%

Figure 15: Knowledge of the cost of a unit cost and standing charge associated with domestic
electricity market (left) and those associated with domestic gas market (right)

The research found that 11% of domestic electricity consumers (Figure 15) were able to provide an
estimate of the unit cost of electricity with 19% able to provide an estimate of the standing charge.
The results for the domestic gas market shows lower levels of knowledge about unit cost (19%) and
a lower level of knowledge around the supply charge (11%). It should be noted that this is
proportion of consumers able to provide any estimate of these costs/charges and within this group
many provided incorrect estimates. This low level of awareness is likely to impact on domestic
consumers’ ability to assess the offers.

SME
Electricity
Unit cost
Standing
charge

% able to provide an estimate
2012
2013
24%

28%

20%

25%

SME Gas
Unit cost
Supply
charge

% able to provide an estimate
2012
2013
22%
17%
20%

19%

Figure 16: Knowledge of the cost of a unit cost and standing charge associated with SME electricity
market (left) and those associated with SME gas market (right)
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The research found similar levels of knowledge for the SME electricity and gas markets (Figure 16 )
as were reported in 2012. As with the domestic consumer markets, the low level of knowledge
reflects a focus on the overall bill size over and above the way which the bill is calculated. This will
limit the ability of SME consumers to accurately evaluate competitors’ offers.

Understanding and comparing electricity and gas offers
The ability to assess the relative benefits associated with competitors’ offers is a fundamental
element of any switching decision. Therefore, the research sought to discover whether consumers
perceived that they were able to effectively understand and then compare the offers and whether
there was any change from the levels reported in 2012.

Figure 17: Perceived ability to understand electricity and gas offers available from suppliers

The research found that while the degree of understanding about specific price points is low among
both SME and domestic consumers of both electricity and gas, there is a reasonable level of
perceived understanding of offers currently available from suppliers with a majority of consumers in
each market claiming at least some understanding of the offers (Figure 17). Furthermore, there has
been little substantive change between 2012 and 2013 among domestic consumers, an
improvement among SME electricity consumers and SME gas consumers.
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Figure 18: Perceived ability to compare offers available from electricity and gas suppliers

Nevertheless, as was found in 2012 (Figure 18), a significant minority stated that they had not
compared offers with 1 in 5 domestic electricity and gas consumers stating that they had not
attempted to compare offers from suppliers, and approximately 1 in 4 SME electricity and gas
consumers. Similar proportions of customersin each market also stated that they found comparison
of offers very difficult or difficult (domestic electricity: 20%; domestic gas: 24%; SME electricity: 27%;
SME gas: 24%) with these proportions largely unchanged from 2012. However, a larger proportion
stated that they found comparison of offers easy or very easy across all markets.

4. Switching, engagement and the experience of the switching
process
This research follows the same structure in relation to switching to that undertaken in 2012 across
the four markets: The research includes an assessment of the level of switching, the experience of
switching, reasons for the decision to switch or not to switch. The group of domestic consumers in
receipt of the Free Electricity Allowance (FEA) or Free Gas Allowance (FGA) are focused on
determining whether issues specific to these allowances are barriers to switching.
In 2013, additional questions were added to assess the degree to which consumers were engaging
with their supplier (for example to switch package, payment method or billing frequency).
Finally, the research included an assessment of the sales process and related advertising by
electricity and gas suppliers in domestic markets.
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Domestic Electricity and Gas markets
Switching rates
Competition has been established in both domestic electricity and gas markets for several years.
When competitors to the incumbents (Bord Gáis Energy for gas and Electric Ireland for electricity)
entered these markets, price offers made by these competitors were attractive when compared to
the regulated prices offered by the incumbents and therefore there was a reasonable expectation of
a higher level of initial switching reflecting pent-up demand and potentially a decline in switching
rates in subsequent years. The decline in switching rate is clear in the domestic electricity market
(Figure 19 – left side of bar chart) with high switching rates in 2010 (at 26%) and 2011 (at 29%)
before the decline in switching rates to 2012 (16%) and 2013 (12%). While it is not possible to
determine whether the decline in switching rates in domestic gas will continue beyond 2013, the
relative decline in switching rates is lower than that shown in the domestic electricity market.
To place these rates within a broader context, it should be noted that UK switching rates have also
shown year on year declines after deregulation. However, the current switching levels for domestic
electricity and gas are now lower than reported in the UK for 2010 (17% and 15% respectively) in the
Ofgem 2011 retail market review findings7 - with market deregulation occurring significantly further
back in these markets than is the case in 2013 in Ireland. Therefore current switching rates in these

Among Domestic
switchers
Electricity
Gas

Returned to previous
supplier
2012
2013
24%
18%

26%
22%

Figuresuggest
19: Reported
switching
ratewhich
in domestic
and gasand
supplier
over the previous 12 months
markets
an on-going
issue
shouldelectricity
be monitored
explored.
(left) and proportion of these switchers who returned to their previous supplier (right)

Finally, it should be noted that a high proportion of gas consumers (52%) reported using a single
supplier for both electricity and gas (known as dual fuel). This has been shown to be a further
inhibitor to switching in the UK market and it appears that the same phenomenon is occurring in
Ireland with 8% of those who didn’t switch electricity supplier stating they switched to a dual fuel
supplier.

7

Page 7 - “The retail market review – findings and initial proposals”, OFGEM (2011)
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Drivers for switching: Domestic Electricity and Gas Markets
To understand the decision process among consumers who have made a switching decision,
domestic consumers rated the relative impact/contribution of fifteen potential factors related to
their decision to switch electricity supplier and fourteen factors related to their decision to switch
gas supplier. In addition, consumers who stated that they were in receipt of a government payment
related to energy costs such as the Free Electricity Allowance (FEA) or the Free Gas Allowance (FGA),
rated two additional statements related specifically to those payments (switching rates and
drivers/inhibitors among these groups is covered in the next subsection).

Domestic electricity market
Domestic: Importance of reasons for switching electricity supplier
% rating reason as important or very important

2012

2013

I want to save money on my electricity bill

85%

78%

I expected to get more savings

86%

66%

I received a larger than expected bill

52%

52%

My bill increased in size because my previous supplier had increased prices

66%

46%

To avail of a combined offer for electricity and natural gas

45%

45%

My previous supplier had recently announced a price rise

50%

41%

I expected the customer service from the new supplier would be better

52%

36%

I was unhappy with the service I have received from my former supplier

43%

35%

I did not find the bill understandable

19%

35%

I preferred the payment methods available from my new supplier

38%

34%

Want supplier that supplies electricity generated in environmentally friendly way

37%

30%

I want to support competition in the marketplace

46%

27%

I preferred the online billing option from my new supplier

18%

16%

I wanted to receive my bill more often

22%

14%

I moved to a new home and my new supplier had been used by the previous resident (or
landlord)

19%

11%

Figure 20: Importance of drivers among domestic electricity consumers who switched during the previous
12 months

The reasons rated as most important by consumers who had switched domestic electricity supplier
within the previous 12 months (Figure 20) are strongly related to saving money/reducing bill size.
Push factors related to actions of their previous supplier also featured strongly as drivers. For
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example, “I received a larger than expected bill” was rated as an important factor by 52% of
consumers who had switched domestic electricity supplier during the previous 12 months (2012:
52%). Among the reasons tested, only “I did not find the bill understandable” increased in frequency
of mention from 19% rating it as an important or very important reason for switching in 2012 to 35%
in 2013.

Figure 21: Trends among reasons for switching domestic electricity supplier (questions included
each year from 2010to 2013 research)

Over the four measurements of the domestic electricity market (from 2010 to 2013), five reasons
were included in each measurement. The introduction of other reasons reflected the natural
evolution in the market (for instance the emergence of dual fuel offers). Analysis of these common
questions clearly shows that while declining as a switching reason in absolute terms, financial
benefit has remained the most important reason for switching throughout this period (Figure 21). In
2013, unhappiness with the service provided by the former supplier reversed the previous growth as
a driver in line with the general decline across most other tested reasons (from 21% in 2010 to 43%
in 2012, declining to 35% in 2013).
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Domestic gas market
Domestic: Reasons for switching gas supplier
% rating reason as important or very important

2012

2013

I want to save money on my gas bill

76%

85%

I expected to get more savings

82%

68%

To avail of a combined offer for electricity and natural gas

60%

59%

My bill increased in size because my previous supplier had increased prices

58%

54%

I want to support competition in the marketplace

41%

45%

My previous supplier had recently announced a price rise

49%

40%

I expected the customer service from the new supplier would be better

35%

40%

I received a larger than expected bill

36%

30%

I preferred the online billing option from my new supplier

34%

26%

I preferred the payment methods available from my new supplier (for instance equal payments
throughout the year)

25%

26%

I was unhappy with the service I have received from my former supplier

34%

24%

I wanted to receive my bill more often

12%

19%

I did not find the bill understandable

16%

18%

I moved to a new home and my new supplier had been used by the previous resident (or
landlord)

10%

14%

Figure 22: Importance of drivers among domestic gas consumers who switched during the previous 12
months

The reasons for switching among domestic gas consumers are similar to those reported by
consumers in the domestic electricity market with the desire to save or reduce bill size most often
rated as important reasons for switching to their current gas supplier. The availability of a dual fuel
offer was a significant driver for switching in the domestic gas market.
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Figure 23: Trends among reasons for switching domestic gas supplier (questions
included in 2011 and 2012 research)

The analysis of responses to factors included within the 2011, 2012 and 2013 research shows the
importance of savings on the bill (which recovered from a decline in 2012) while unhappiness with
service received from the former supplier declined with 24% rating it as an important reason for
switching in 2013 (2012: 34%).
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Drivers for not switching: Domestic Electricity and Gas Markets
Domestic electricity and gas consumers who had not switched in the previous twelve months were
asked to rate eighteen potential statements related to why they decided not to switch. Additional
questions related to recipients of FEA/FGA. Consumers with bill arrears were also asked and are
covered in subsequent sections.
Domestic: Reasons for not switching electricity supplier
% rating reason as important or very important

2012

2013

I like the service that I receive from my current supplier

57%

61%

I have no reason to switch

54%

51%

I prefer to remain with an electricity supplier that I trust

54%

54%

I will not save sufficient money to make it worth my while to switch

38%

39%

I do not believe that the prices will stay as low as the alternative supplier
claims

36%

42%

I do not believe that the level of discount are sufficient to justify switching

30%

39%

I do not believe that the prices will be a low as the alternative supplier claims

31%

42%

I am concerned about whether the alternative supplier will provide a reliable
supply of electricity

29%

40%

I find it hard to determine how much I would save if I switched

25%

28%

I am concerned about whether the alternative supplier will be as responsive if
there is a power outage

21%

40%

I find the range of options offered to be confusing

21%

22%

The offers from the other suppliers are too complex

19%

19%

I find the terms and conditions relating to the offers to be confusing

18%

22%

I intend to switch but I have not got around to it

9%

13%

I am not able to switch because of the contract with my current supplier

7%

14%

I have had a bad experience of switching other services (such as gas, telephone
or mobile phone operators)

3%

7%

Figure 24: Importance of drivers among domestic electricity consumers who have not switched during the
previous 12 months

Satisfaction with the service received and lack of reason to switch remain the most commonly
selected as a primary/important reason for not switching (Figure 24). As was highlighted in the 2012
report, it should be noted that this is not exclusively associated with customers of the PES with a
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lower but still significant proportion of consumers with other suppliers also selecting this reason as
primary/important.
Domestic: Reasons for not switching gas supplier

% rating reason as important or very important

2012

2013

I prefer to remain with a gas supplier that I trust

60%

59%

I have no reason to switch

58%

57%

I like the service that I receive from my current supplier

63%

54%

I will not save sufficient money to make it worth my while to switch

40%

40%

I do not believe that the prices will stay as low as the alternative supplier claims

31%

35%

I am concerned about whether the alternative supplier will provide a reliable supply of gas

26%

35%

I do not believe that the prices will be a low as the alternative supplier claims

36%

33%

I do not believe that the level of discount are sufficient to justify switching

36%

30%

I find it hard to determine how much I would save if I switched

28%

30%

I find the range of options offered to be confusing

22%

22%

I am concerned about whether the alternative supplier will be as responsive if there is a gas
outage or leaks

21%

21%

I find the terms and conditions relating to the offers to be confusing

19%

19%

The offers from the other suppliers are too complex

23%

16%

I intend to switch but I have not got around to it

14%

15%

I am not able to switch because of the contract with my current supplier

9%

12%

I have had a bad experience of switching other services (such as electricity, telephone or
mobile phone operators)

7%

6%

Figure 25: Importance of drivers among domestic gas consumers who have not switched during the
previous 12 months

As with the domestic electricity market, satisfaction with the service received and lack of reason to
switch are most commonly selected as a primary/important reason for not switching (Figure 25).
Trust remained the reason ranked as very important or important in the domestic gas market. Also
of note is the increase in the rating of ‘I am concerned about whether the alternative supplier will
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provide a reliable supply of gas’ as very important or important by 35% (2012: 26%) which should be
tracked in future measurement to ensure that this is not become a significant barrier to switching.

Switching among recipients of Free Electricity Allowance and Free Gas Allowance
For recipients of government energy related payments switching electricity or gas supplier results in
changes to the payment method associated with these allowances. In particular if the supplier is
Bord Gáis Energy for gas or Electric Ireland for electricity, payment acts as a credit on their bill total
by the supplier and in effect deducted from the total owing. If a recipient switches to another
supplier, the payment is lodged directly into a bank or credit union account and a full bill issued
(without any deduction).
Therefore, when considering switching by recipients of these allowances, it is useful to determine
the degree to which reasons for switching differ and the degree to which the reasons specific to
these allowances are relevant to the decision not to switch.
Switching rates
among recipients of

2011

2012

2013

FEA (electricity)
FGA (Gas)

14%
-

5%
17%

7%
11%

Figure 26: Proportion of consumers in receipt of FEA (for domestic
electricity market) or FGA (for domestic gas market)

The percentage of consumers in receipt of these allowances switching domestic electricity supplier
in 2013 remains lower than the overall switching level but has increased to 7% when compared to
2012 (Figure 26). In comparison, the switching rate among domestic gas consumers in receipt of the
FGA declined in 2013 but remains broadly similar to the overall switching rate among gas consumers
and significantly higher than that recorded for the domestic electricity market.
Reason for not switching
% rated very
Reason for not switching
% rated very
Selected by over 40% as
important/important
Selected by over 40% as
important/important
primary or important (FEA
primary or important
2012
2013
2012
2013
(FGA recipients)
recipients)
Like the service that I receive
Prefer to stay with trusted
69%
63%
60%
68%
from my current supplier
supplier
Prefer to stay with trusted
No reason to switch
69%
61%
74%
68%
supplier
Concerned that might not
Concerned that receiving
continue to receive FGA if
14%
23%
FEA would be too
33%
32%
switched
inconvenient
Concerned that receiving
Concerned that might not
FGA would be too
15%
17%
continue to receive FEA if
33%
34%
inconvenient
switched
Figure 27: Reasons for not switching among recipients of FEA and FGA ( top two reasons and rating of two
FEA/FGA specific reasons)
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Examining reasons why FEA and FGA customers chose not to switch show that similar reasons
emerge for each group which are in turn similar to the overall market and relate to non-FEA/FGA
specific reasons: Prefer to stay with a trusted supplier is a top two reason for both FEA and FGA
recipients; Like the service that I receive from my current supplier is the reason for not switching
rated as very important or important most often by FEA recipients; No reason to switch emerges for
FGA recipients. In line with the 2012 findings, the ratings of the two FEA/FGA related reasons are
rated as very important/important by approximately 1/3 of FEA recipients and a low proportion of
FGE recipients.
Therefore, it can be concluded again that while FEA payment methods cannot be regarded as
inhibiting competition overall, the research suggests that the treatment of FEA payments may be a
significant issue for a minority of FEA switchers. For these consumers, it is important that continued
reassurance about the continuance and payment of FEA is provided to allow them to access the
potential benefits of competition. For FGA recipients, these issues are less important but still impact
on up to ¼ of recipients and therefore these consumers also need to be provided with reassurance
and education about the impact of switching on the payment of their allowance.

Overall experience of the switching process
The proportion of consumers rating the experience of switching as very easy or easy remains high
among consumers who switched either electricity or gas supplier (Figure 28). However, while still
acceptable,this proportion has shown significant decline in both 2012 and 2013 (now standing at
84% in electricity and 87% in gas).
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Outcomes from switching

2013

Domestic gas
2012
2013

2010

Domestic Electricity
2011
2012

Bill reduced by expected
amount

78%

70%

70%

62%

81%

58%

New supplier service
satisfactory

82%

92%

85%

78%

83%

80%

Understood the terms

NA

91%

86%

84%

82%

80%

Figure 28: Rating of the switching process among switchers of domestic
electricity supplier and domestic gas supplier
(percentage rating the experience of switching as easy or very easy)
Figure 29: Outcomes experienced by consumers who have switched in the domestic electricity market (left)
and domestic gas market (right)
While the benefits associated with the switch (

Figure 29) are positive for both the domestic electricity and domestic gas market, the proportions in
each market who perceived that the bill had been reduced by the amount expected declined
between 2012 and 2013. In the case of the domestic electricity market, 62% of switchers perceived
that their electricity bill had been reduced by the amount expected and 58% of gas supplier
switchers perceived the bill reduced by the expected amount. There were also declines in the
electricity switcher’s experience of the service and a small decline in the other metrics across
electricity and gas markets.

Engagement rates
In 2011, reflecting increased competition, suppliers introduced offers targeting their current
customer base which ranged from simple discounts to incentives associated with a switch to dual
fuel (as mentioned above) or use of direct debit or online billing. The 2013 research included
additional questions related to these types of engagement for both domestic electricity and gas
markets.
In 2013, 5% of domestic electricity consumers who did not switch during the previous 12 months
stated that they switched package with their current supplier with 5% stating that they changed
payment channel and 3% stating that they changed billing frequency. In the domestic gas market,
4% of consumers who did not switch during the previous 12 months stated that they changed
package, 5% changed payment method and 3% changed billing frequency.
Domestic
electricity

Changed package (among those
who didn't switch)
Change payment method
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4%

5%
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Changed billing frequency

3%

3%

Figure 30: Percentage of domestic electricity and gas consumers who did not switch in the previous 12
months who reported changing package, payment method or billing frequency

SME Electricity and Gas markets
Switching rates

Among SME
switchers

Electricity
Gas

Returned to previous
supplier
2012

2013

31%
10%

33%
38%

Figure 31: Reported switching rate in SME electricity and gas markets over the previous 12 months (left)
and proportion of these switchers who returned to their previous supplier (right)

Similar percentages of SME electricity and gas consumers reported switching supplier during the
previous 12 months (Figure 31) and this proportion has remained stable compared to the 2012
research. Note that the rate of switching reported in the 2010 SME electricity market research was
40% and therefore the 2012 and 2013 figures represent a significant decline in the rate of switching
since this measurement.
Among those SME respondents who reported switching in the previous 12 months, the proportion
of gas switchers who returned to their previous supplier increased from 10% in 2012 to 38% in 2013.
In contrast, the proportion of SME electricity switchers who returned to their previous supplier was
stable at 33% (2012: 31%).
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Figure 32: Number of switches undertaken by consumers in the domestic electricity (left) and gas (right)
markets at any time

Competition has been present in both SME electricity and gas markets for a number of years.
However, in line with experience in the UK market, a significant proportion of SMEs have never
switched. This can be clearly seen in the proportion of SME consumers who have switched once or
more (Figure 32): 39% of SME electricity consumers and 46% of SME gas consumers have never
switched. In contrast, approximately 1/3 of SME have switched more than once.

Drivers for switching: SME Electricity and Gas Markets
In line with the residential elements of the research, in order to assess the decision-making process
among business consumers who have made a switching decision, SME consumers rated the relative
impact/contribution of eleven potential factors related to a decision to switch electricity supplier
and the same number of factors related to a decision to switch gas supplier.

SME: Reasons for switching electricity supplier
% rating reason as important or very important

2012

2013

To reduce total cost of electricity

73%

71%

The previous supplier had recently announced a price rise

45%

54%

New supplier offered a more flexible tariff structure

45%

54%

Bill increased in size because of increased prices

45%

46%

New supplier offered greater assistance on energy reduction initiatives

38%

32%

Expected better customer service from new supplier

30%

27%

Not satisfied with the service provided by our former supplier

35%

22%

To get more information on electricity usage

33%

22%

Preferred the online billing option from my new supplier

23%

20%

To avail of a combined offer for electricity and natural gas

29%

17%

Unhappy with the service from former supplier

35%

15%
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Figure 33: Importance of drivers among SME electricity consumers who switched during the previous 12
months

For the SME electricity market in 2013, cost factors still dominate with 71% rating to achieve a
reduction in the total cost of electricity as a very important or important reason for switching (2012:
73%. Price related push factors such as price rises, and more flexible tariff structures on offer
remained steady or increased in importance in 2013 while all other tested reasons declined in
importance. In particular, unhappiness with the service from the former supplier declined from 35%
in 2012 to 15% in 2013.

SME: Reasons for switching gas supplier
% rating reason as important or very important

2012

2013

To achieve a reduction in the total cost of gas

86%

68%

The previous supplier had recently announced a price rise

41%

40%

The new supplier offered a more flexible tariff structure

32%

40%

My business’ bill increased in size because my previous supplier had
increased prices

41%

36%

The new supplier offered greater assistance on energy reduction
initiatives

30%

32%

I preferred the online billing option from my new supplier

16%

28%

To avail of a combined offer for electricity and natural gas

27%

24%

I was unhappy with the service I have received from my former supplier

19%

24%

I expected the customer service from the new supplier would be better

14%

20%

To get more information on gas usage

14%

16%
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Figure 34: Importance of drivers among SME gas consumers who switched during the previous 12 months

The reasons for switching among SME gas consumers are more focused on cost and tariffs with
other reasons being rated as important or very important by less than 1/3 of SME gas consumers
who switched in the previous 12 months. In particular, to achieve a reduction in total cost of gas is
the reason for switching most often rated as very important or important. However, this score has
declined significantly to 68% from 86% in 2012. The availability of a more flexible tariff structure
also increased in importance with 40% rating it as important or very important (2012: 32%). Price
related reasons were also important to over 1/3 of SME gas consumers.
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Drivers for not switching: SME Electricity and Gas Markets
SME electricity and gas consumers who had not switched in the previous twelve months were asked
to rate thirteen potential statements related to why they decided not to switch.
SME: Reasons for NOT switching electricity supplier
% rating reason as important or very important

2012

2013

Satisfied with service from current supplier

50%

64%

Other priorities have meant that this has not been considered

30%

43%

Do not believe that the level of discount are sufficient to justify switching

23%

39%

Do not believe that the prices will stay as low as the alternative suppliers claim

30%

37%

Do not believe that the prices will be a low as the alternative suppliers claim

28%

32%

Concerned about whether the alternative supplier will provide reliable supply of electricity

23%

31%

Concerned about supplier responsiveness if there is a power outage

24%

30%

The switching process is too complex and time consuming

26%

Concerned that the alternative suppliers may not stay in the electricity market for long

18%

20%

The offers from the other suppliers are too complex

11%

19%

9%

15%

12%

14%

8%

12%

Not able to switch because of the contract with our current supplier
Do not believe that I am able to switch because of arrears on the business' account
Do not want a new supplier to ask about current supplier if there were arrears on the
business' account

Figure 35: Importance of drivers among SME electricity consumers who have not switched during the
previous 12 months

The most commonly selected reason for not switching among SME electricity consumers remains
satisfaction with service from current supplier (64% rate this as a very important/important factor in
2013, an increase from 50% in 2012) with other priorities mean that it has not been considered also
increasing in importance (rated as very important/important by 43% of respondents in 2013). This
suggests that a lack of a compelling reason to switch suppliers among SME electricity consumers has
become more marked since the previous research.
In 2013, the importance of concern that the switching process being too complex and time
consuming was added to the set of reasons tested. This was rated as very important/important by
26% of respondents and suggests that concerns about the switching process itself may contribute to
switching rates among SMEs (as this option was introduced in 2013, it is not possible to determine
whether this impact has changed over time and therefore contributing to changes in switching
rates) .
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SME: Reasons for NOT switching gas supplier
% rating reason as important or very important

2012

2013

Satisfied with the service from current supplier

57%

56%

Other priorities have meant that this has not been considered

36%

45%

Do not believe that the prices will stay as low as the alternative suppliers claim

28%

36%

Do not believe that the prices will be a low as the alternative suppliers claim

25%

34%

Do not believe that the level of discount are sufficient to justify switching

26%

34%

Concerned about whether alternative supplier will provide a reliable supply of gas

23%

33%

Concerned about whether the alternative supplier will be as responsive if there is a gas leak

18%

26%

Concerned that the alternative suppliers may not stay in the gas market for long

20%

26%

The offers from the other suppliers are too complex

23%

The switching process is too complex and time consuming

23%

We are not able to switch because of the contract with our current supplier

13%

We do not believe that I am able to switch because of arrears on the business’ account

11%

We do not want a new supplier to ask about our current supplier if there were arrears on the
business’ account

10%

Figure 36: Importance of drivers among SME gas consumers who have not switched during the previous 12
months

Among SME gas consumers who have not switched during the last twelve months reasons similar to
those most often selected among SME electricity consumers emerge: 56% rate satisfied with service
from current supplier as primary/important and 45% rate other priorities meant that this has not
been considered.

Overall experience of the switching process
The assessment of the overall switching process for SME switchers is similar to that undertaken for
domestic switchers. It focuses on the ease with which switching occurred and the achievement of
the desired outcomes.
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Overall experience of switching - SME
markets
91%

91%

86%

85%
78%

2010

2012
SME electricity

2013
SME gas

Figure 37: Rating of the switching process (rated as easy/very easy) among switchers of SME electricity supplier
(left) and SME gas supplier outcomes achieved (right)

The overall rating of the experience of switching in the SME electricity market remains high with 85%
stating that it was easy or very easy. However, this is the first year where a decline has been
recorded and this should be monitored for further declines which might suggest underlying issues.
The overall rating of the experience of switching in the SME gas market also declined with 78%
stating that it was easy or very easy (2012: 86%).
SME Electricity
2012
2013

SME gas
2012
2013

57%

67%

63%

71%

New supplier service
satisfactory

79%

80%

79%

80%

Understood the terms

77%

83%

84%

89%

Outcomes from switching –
SME market
Bill reduced by expected
amount

Figure 38: Outcomes experienced by consumers who have switched in the SME electricity market (left) and SME
gas market (right)

Of equal importance to the ease with which the switch is completed is the perception that the
expected benefits were delivered. In the case of the SME electricity and gas markets, these metrics
(Figure 38) increased in 2013 compared to 2012. In the case of bill reduced by the expected amount,
both SME electricity and gas scores increased significantly (+10% for SME electricity and +8% for
SME gas).
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Assessment of sales process: supplier advertising and sales process
Assessment of the sales process
Protection of domestic consumers is a key role of the CER and as deregulation has occurred within
the domestic electricity market, this role is of increased importance as part of an ex post regulatory
framework. As part of the consumer protection remit, CER has defined a doorstep checklist 8 which
was mandated for use by sales personnel of domestic electricity and gas suppliers calling to home in
connection with switching. A decision on this was published in June 20129.
The structure of the research follows CER’s definition of 4 separate markets (domestic electricity,
domestic gas, SME electricity and SME gas) in this as in other aspects of the research. However, it
should be noted that three of the four suppliers operating in the domestic gas and electricity
markets (Airtricity, BGE and Electric Ireland) offer both electricity and gas supply products and in
locations where both services are available to consumers will promote a dual fuel option.
Direct sales contact from representatives of electricity and gas supply companies is common and
central to most switching activity. This research found a decline in the proportion of consumers who
had been contacted by a representative of suppliers:
Domestic electricity market


46% of respondents in the domestic electricity research stated that they had been contacted
by a representative of an electricity supply company with a phone call or home visit in the
previous 12 months (2012: 56%)



68% of switchers stating that they switched during a home visit (2012: 65%); 22% stating
that they had switched during a phone call initiated by the electricity supplier (2012: 19%).

Domestic gas market


55% of respondents stated that they had been contacted by representative of a gas supply
company with a phone call or home visit in the previous 12 months (2012: 58%)



74% of switchers stated that they switched during such a visit (2012: 67%); 19% stating that
they had switched during a phone call initiated by the gas supplier (2012: 17%).

From these summaries it is clear that the role of these visits and calls are central to the whole
switching process and hence operation of competition.

8

As set out in “Decision paper - Customer protection in the deregulated electricity market”, CER/11/057

9

CER/12/081 Natural Gas and Electricity Supplier Handbook.
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Domestic Electricity Market –
consumers agreeing that…

2011

All consumers
2012
2013

Over 65yr
2011
2012

2013

Approach of sales person
Number of contacts
Understood the deal offered
No unreasonable pressure to
sign-up
Understood T&Cs
Not concerned if I said no
Tone of conversation was
appropriate

72%
72%
80%

82%
89%
90%

67%
66%
72%

56%
59%
61%

67%
67%
67%

62%
66%
60%

70%

87%

74%

69%

67%

75%

75%
72%

90%
81%

75%
73%

60%
70%

83%
83%

64%
83%

82%

94%

84%

80%

100%

83%

Figure 39: Rating of the approach of electricity supply business representatives by consumers who were
contacted during the previous 12 months (and among consumer over 65 year of age who were contacted)

Among domestic electricity consumers who had been contacted by phone or received a house call in
the last 12 months, the sales approach was rated less positively compared to 2011 and 2012. While
it remains acceptable to most consumers, the number of contacts and approach of the sales person
is no longer acceptable to 1/3 of all domestic electricity consumers.
Among consumers aged over 65 (a group that may be more concerned about direct sales
approaches), some scores declined (such as the approach of the sales person, understood the deal
offered and the tone of the conversation was appropriate) while the rest improved or remained
stable. This suggests that the approach of the suppliers’ sales team remains broadly acceptable.
All consumers

Over 65yr

Domestic Gas Market –
consumers agreeing that…

2012

2013

2012

2013

Approach of sales person
Number of contacts
Understood the deal offered
No unreasonable pressure to
sign-up
Understood T&Cs
Not concerned if I said no
Tone of conversation was
appropriate

73%
77%
86%

6262%%
64%
67%

73%
80%
87%

57%
60%
49%

77%

66%

87%

58%

89%
77%

65%
66%

87%
73%

52%
63%

86%

79%

87%

75%

Figure 40: Rating of approach of gas supply business representatives by consumers who were contacted
during the previous 12 months (and among consumer over 65 year of age who were contacted)

Among domestic gas consumers who had been contacted by phone or received a house call in the
last 12 months, the sales approach is broadly acceptable to most consumers but less so than in
electricity. Across all metrics, the scores declined in 2013 and in most cases (apart from Tone of the
conversation was appropriate) are now at levels which are of concern. Among the over-65 group,
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the scores are now lower (reversing the position in 2012) than comparable scores the domestic
electricity market and are a potential cause for concern. However, in this last instance the number
of over 65 years old who had been approached is relatively small and therefore the 20% represents a
small number of consumers and should be regarded as indicative.

Assessment of the advertising
All advertisers have certain obligations imposed by the code of standards for the advertising,
promotional and direct marketing industry overseen by The Advertising Standards Authority of
Ireland (as part of the self-regulation of that industry). In the context of the domestic electricity and
gas markets (offers which are often promoted in a single combined advertising campaign), clear and
informative advertising is essential to support effective and transparent competition. In particular,
the consumer needs to be able to assess the supplier’s offer effectively. As has already been
highlighted, a majority of consumers do not fully understand the offers available and a minority of
consumers are able to provide any estimate of the cost per kWh for electricity and gas. Over the
past twelve months supply business have increased the number of options offered to consumers
(such as differential discounts for dual fuel and incremental discounts for taking payment options)
and this has the potential to impact further on the consumer’s ability to understanding the offer
advertised.
To determine the degree to which current advertising supports the consumer’s assessment of the
offers featured, respondents were asked to rate advertisements across a set of metrics which
capture clarity and comprehensibility.
Agree

Disagree

Percentage of domestic
electricity consumers
agreeing that…

2011

2012

2013

2011

2012

2013

Advertising straight forward
Advertising clear on prices
Advertising clear on
conditions
Advertising clear on savings
Clear on how to translate
advertised savings into my bill

71%
61%

69%
69%

58%
51%

11%
17%

10%
10%

14%
18%

58%

69%

49%

18%

12%

19%

66%

74%

51%

13%

8%

17%

57%

73%

46%

19%

10%

22%

Figure 41: Domestic consumer assessment of electricity supplier advertisements

The responses to these questions (Figure 41) for the domestic electricity market show that scores
have declined since 2012 and are now at a lower level than 2011. The scores for clarity of savings
and translation in bill savings significantly declined and are now at less than 50% agreement among
consumers. In interpreting these responses, it is worth reflecting that the nature of the offers has
become more complex over the previous 12 months as deregulation has removed the opportunity to
provide a clear benchmark cost against which to promote an offer. Nevertheless, the decline in
scores is of some concern when taken in combination with earlier findings that consumers are not
knowledgeable about relevant costs for electricity.
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Agree
Domestic Gas Market –
consumers agreeing that…

2012

Disagree
2013

2012

2013

Advertising straight forward
62%
55%
11%
11%
Advertising clear on prices
60%
47%
17%
15%
Advertising clear on
58%
48%
18%
14%
conditions
Advertising clear on savings
67%
51%
13%
12%
Clear on how to translate
advertised savings into my
57%
46%
18%
17%
bill
Figure 42: Domestic consumer assessment of gas supplier advertisements

In 2012, the response to advertising for the domestic gas market was lower than the response to the
direct contact but also lower than the equivalent scores for the domestic electricity market. In
2013, while the domestic gas market agree scores have further declined they are now similar to
those for the domestic electricity market. This is not surprising given the focus on dual fuel offerings
by most suppliers and therefore a single advertisement will typically address both markets.
However, the strength of these concerns is lower than for domestic electricity (reflected in the lower
disagree scores).
It is therefore concluded for the domestic electricity market that an increasing proportion of
consumers do not find the current advertising adequate across clarity of prices, conditions and
savings offered and how those savings are translated into the bill size. For the domestic gas market,
there conclusion is that deficiencies remain in consumers’ perceptions of advertising and have
increased to a degree but are of less concern due to the lower disagree scores.

5. Bill clarity
The bill is the primary communication that every consumer receives from the electricity or gas
supplier. The ability of the consumer to interpret the bill correctly impacts on the consumer’s ability
to determine if the bill is correct and to determine whether competitor offers are of interest or if
price offers of their current supplier are delivered. Electricity and gas suppliers are required by CER
to include additional information on the bill. The research assessed consumer ratings of the bill and
the interest in additional usage information.

Bill clarity and understanding
To assess consumer ability to interpret the bill correctly, respondents were asked to rate their
understanding of the calculation of the bill, whether the bill was easy to understand overall, whether
the bill made it easy to understand the electricity/gas charged for and whether it made it easy to
understand the electricity/gas used. The results are given for each market and for each supplier
within that market.
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Figure 43: Domestic electricity market – Percentage of consumers agreeing with each statement related
to bill clarity (change since 2012 research shown in brackets)

The overall scores for the domestic electricity market show declines in the scores compared to the
previous measurement and a degree of convergence in scores across the suppliers (Figure 43). This
reflects particular declines with the scores for both BGE and Airtricity (in most cases these declines
started in 2012).
For the domestic gas market, scores remain lower than those for the domestic electricity market.
However, this reflects the inherent greater complexity associated with the calculation of the energy
consumption and price from the volume of gas consumed. Of the domestic gas suppliers, Electric
Ireland scores highest with BGE and Airtricity customers reporting similar scores. Note that Flogas’s
score is more variable reflecting the smaller customer base and hence sample size in this research

Figure 44: Domestic gas market – Percentage of consumers agreeing with each statement related to bill
clarity (change since 2012 research shown in brackets)

Overall ratings for the bill improved among SME electricity consumers across the full range of
suppliers.
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Figure 45: SME electricity market – Percentage of consumers agreeing with each statement related to bill clarity
(change since 2012 research shown in brackets)

Scores remained good for SME gas consumers with only Airtricity’s scores declining when compared
to 2012.

Figure 46: SMEinterest
gas market –in
Percentage
of consumers
agreeing withsupports
each statement related to bill clarity
Consumer
additional
information
(changes since 2012 research shown in brackets)

SME consumers were asked if they were interested in being provided with access to historic usage
information related to the previous three years and it was found that approximately half of all SMEs
were interested in such supports (Figure 47).
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SME electricity market

55%

% rating as
not
useful/not at
all useful
26%

SME gas market

53%

27%

% rating access
to previous 3 years
usage information as useful

% rating as
very
useful/useful

Figure 47: Level of interest among consumers in accessing their usage
information from the previous 3 years (top two and bottom levels in 5 point
scale shown)

SME electricity market

Domestic gas market

Figure 48: Preferred method of delivery of usage information (consumers could select one or more
channels)

Reversing the stated preference recorded in 2012, SME consumers preferred the printed bill for the
communication of this information, with online on the supplier’s website or on a printed statement
as other preferred options (Figure 48).

SME electricity market

% agreeing to
Allow current supplier to access usage information
rd

Allow 3 party to access usage information

SME gas market

2012

2013

2012

2013

54%

63%

58%

65%

41%

53%

42%

52%

Figure 49: Willingness to allow electricity/gas supplier or 3rd party to access historic usage in order to
provide this usage information to consumer

A majority of consumers in each market, who had expressed some level of interest, stated that they
would accept the information being accessed by their current supplier (even if this required the
information being retrieved from a previous supplier). In each case, the proportion agreeing to this
access increased in 2013 from 2012. While a lower proportion was willing to allow usage
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information to be retrieved by a 3rd party (Figure 49), this also increased in 2013 and now forms a
majority of all SME gas and electricity consumers.

6. Complaint handling
The CER has a statutory role in dealing with unresolved complaints from consumers about electricity
and gas supply and distribution companies. Therefore, it is appropriate within the context of this
research into the electricity and gas markets to include an assessment of the prevalence of
complaints, the experience of complaint handling and the general awareness of the process for
handling complaints. It should be noted that the low rate of complaints means that insufficient
responses are available to present more detailed information about complaint handling.

Figure 50: Proportion of respondents in each market who lodged a complaint (to any
organisation) in relation to electricity or gas supply markets in the previous 12
months.

The main challenge when researching the handling of complaints is the actual definition of what is
meant by a complaint. Service organisations typically use process related definitions (i.e. a formal
complaint handling process being initiated). Consumers will use a broader contextual definition and
include issues that were resolved without the service provider initiating a formal complaint handling
process. Therefore, the rates and outcomes from service provider complaint tracking and consumer
complaint research will diverge, with consumer research typically reporting higher rates of
complaints.
In the context of this research, the consumer defines what they regard as a complaint and Figure 50
shows the proportion of respondents in each of the four markets who had reason to complain within
the last 12 months10. The 2011 domestic electricity research recorded a similar rate of complaints
(at 5%).

10

In the case of business respondents, the question clearly specified that the complaint was in connection with
the business’ use of electricity (in the case of the electricity survey) or gas (in the case of the gas survey)
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Nature of complaint
Billing and payment
Reliability of supply/failures of
supply/supply issues
Late payment or disconnection
Issue related to switching
Connection/modification of supply
Other

Domestic
Electricity

Domestic
Gas

SME
Electricity

2011

2012

2013

2012

2013

2012

2013

63%

63%

74%

70%

52%

55%

40%

16%

6%

17%

2%

2%

6%

5%

3%

9%

2%

6%

12%

21%

40%

3%

4%

2%

2%

12%

0%

0%

<1%

9%

1%

4%

4%

0%

0%

16%

9%

5%

13%

12%

18%

5%

Figure 51: Reasons for complaint - Domestic electricity and gas markets and SME electricity market
(Insufficient data available to report SME gas market reliably)

The mix of complaints lodged in each market (Figure 51) has not varied greatly in the domestic
electricity and gas markets with the majority related to billing and payment reflecting the most likely
area of dispute between energy businesses and consumers. In the case of the SME electricity
market, late payment or disconnection issues have been as prevalent as more general billing and
payment issues. However, it should be noted that the results are based on relatively small numbers
of responses and hence will show greater variability from year to year.
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Domestic electricity market

SME electricity market

Domestic gas market

SME gas market

Figure 52: Knowledge of how to lodge a complaint and awareness that it is possible to lodge a
complaint with CER

Approximately two thirds of consumers in each market claim that they know how to lodge a
complaint if one arises.
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7. Other topics: Vulnerable customers and prepayment
The research included a number of other topics including:


Knowledge among the general population of the facility for vulnerable customers who
require electricity to power medical equipment, who are disabled or who are elderly to
register with electricity and gas suppliers in order to avail of enhanced service and supply
guarantees



Consumer interest for prepayment options among consumers not currently using
prepayment and consumer experience of prepayment among those using this payment
method

Vulnerable customers
CER has a statutory responsibility to protect vulnerable customers as part of its broader consumer
protection responsibility. In the context of the domestic electricity market, vulnerable consumers
are defined to be those who rely on medical equipment requiring electrical power, who are elderly
or visually/hearing/mobility impaired. Vulnerable consumers must register with their electricity
supplier in order to avail of the enhanced service and supply guarantees. For instance, registration
means that consumers who are vulnerable to supply interruption have additional safe-guards
against de-energisation. For consumers who have special communication requirements, suppliers
and network operators must develop appropriate methods of communications. While consumers
are required to register, it is noted that in the past some electricity suppliers have registered all FEA
recipients as vulnerable on internal systems and therefore removed the need for the consumer to
initiate the registration. This has clear positive impacts in terms of ensuring registration occurs but
may have reduced awareness of the registration opportunity among the general population.
In the context of the domestic gas market, vulnerable consumers are defined to be those are 66 or
older, living alone or with another person or living only with children under the age of 18. As with
the domestic electricity market, vulnerable consumers must register with their gas supplier in order
to avail of the enhanced service and supply guarantees.

Figure 53: Awareness of potential to register if vulnerable/dependent on electricity for
medical equipment among all domestic consumers and consumers over 65

The level of awareness among the general population of the availability of registration for those
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dependent on electricity supply for medical devices remains steady but low with 25% aware of this
category of registration. The other categories of registration for electricity and for gas remain lower
with a decline in the awareness of registration for vulnerable gas consumers from 24% in 2012 to
19% in 2013.
Among the 65+ age group which is most likely to be eligible for registration, awareness has declined
for registration based on the definition of vulnerable (as distinct from registration due to
dependency on electrically powered medical equipment) – while it remains equal to higher to the
awareness in the overall population of residential consumers. The awareness of the opportunity to
register if dependent on electrically powered medical equipment held steady with a small increase
from 26% in 2012 to 29% in this research.
Among households in the domestic gas market, 13% of respondents stated that they believed that
they/a member of their household were eligible for registration (2012: 8%) while 2% are registered
(2012:3%). In the domestic electricity market, 3% of households were also registered (2012:2%)
with 16% stating that a member of their household was eligible to register.
In conclusion, there remains a low level of awareness among consumers of the opportunity to
register vulnerable consumers which is true among categories of consumers most likely to be
deemed vulnerable. This requires addressing through communication and education.

Interest in prepayment options
Prepayment as a general payment option is familiar to most consumers through its use in the mobile
phone market. In Northern Ireland, prepayment is also a common method of paying for electricity
usage with over 34% of domestic consumers using it. In the Republic of Ireland, prepayment in the
domestic electricity market has been available to consumers in the form of token meters which have
been used as an alternative payment method for consumers with debt issues. Over the last two
years, CER has worked with both gas and electricity suppliers to increase the availability of
prepayment meters. Since 2011, Prepaypower, an electricity supply business targeting the domestic
electricity market, has offered prepayment using standard meters.
This research found that 2% of respondents in the domestic electricity survey used traditional token
meters (2013: 3%) with an additional 3% using the newer keypad operated prepayment meters
(2012: <1%). In the case of the gas market, the use of prepayment meters has been more
widespread in the Republic of Ireland with 12% of respondents to the domestic gas survey stated
they used prepayment (2012: 12% ) and have been used by consumers without specific payment
issues.
This research sought to assess


Whether prepayment as a concept was of interest to domestic electricity and gas consumers
who did not currently use it and to determine which of the potential benefits of prepayment
are of most appeal to these consumers;
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The experience of domestic electricity and gas consumers currently using prepayment in
comparison to experience of a post-pay metering as well as their rating of actual benefits
experienced through their use of prepayment.

Figure 54: Interest in prepayment meters among consumers not currently using
prepayment meters in the domestic electricity and gas markets

The level of interest in prepayment remains polarised between consumers with no interest (over
45% in each of the domestic electricity and gas markets as shown in Figure 54) and consumers who
are interested or very interested (25% in the domestic electricity market and 19% in the domestic
gas market). Comparing these with the figures for the domestic electricity market published in 2012,
it can be seen that there has been no change in the proportion who stated that they were very
interested or interested (but a decline when compared to 2011). When compared with figures for
the domestic gas market published in 2012, there has been a decline in the proportion stating that
they are very interested or interested (2013: 19%; 2012: 26%). Excepting this decline in interest in
the domestic gas market, the conclusions remain that prepayment meters appear to be an attractive
option for a significant proportion of consumers.

Figure 55: Preferences for prepayment meters over post-payment among consumers using
prepayment meters in domestic electricity and gas markets
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Among consumers who currently use prepayment, almost all prefer prepayment meters over
alternative payment methods (Figure 55) with 92% of all electricity consumers (2012: 92%) and 84%
of all gas consumers (2012: 92%) who use prepay stating that they are much more satisfactory or
more satisfactory than post payment methods.

Figure 56: Perceived benefits of prepayment among domestic electricity consumers not on currently using
prepayment who stated that they were very interested or interested in using a prepayment meter

Figure 57: Perceived benefits of prepayment among domestic gas consumers not on currently using prepayment
who stated that they were very interested or interested in using a prepayment meter

All of the potential benefits rated by consumers in the domestic electricity and gas markets not
currently using prepayment and interested in using such a meter were rated as a prime or very
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important benefit by a majority of respondents. This reflects consumer acceptance of a wide range
of benefits (Figure 56 and Figure 57).

Figure 58: Experienced benefits of prepayment among consumers currently using a prepayment meter

The actual experience of using a prepayment meter is reported to be very positive with each of the
potential benefits acknowledged as a prime benefit by a clear majority of consumers using the
prepayment meter (Figure 58). The limited availability of electricity prepayment meters means that
consumers using them are primarily consumers with bad debt history (although that is no longer the
case as a small number of prepayment meters are available to the general population) and therefore
it could be argued that their needs do not reflect the general population interested in getting such a
meter. However, the prevalence of prepayment gas meters is much higher (at 12% of the
respondents to the domestic gas research) and it can be clearly seen that the perceived benefits are
similar in all cases.
In conclusion, this research finds a high level of interest in prepayment meters in both domestic
markets, a very positive experience among those who have these meters and very positive
experience of the benefits associated with such meters.
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